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Are you looking for Ogden Pest Control for your home or office? Look no further than Legacy Pest
Control! We understand how important your home or business is to you and just how imperative it is to
keep the area pest free. Various pests carry diseases, cause illness, and pose a hazard to pets. We
understand the toll an infestation can take on you. You worry about the way it looks to other people and
you don’t want to share your space with disgusting pests that can damage your Ogden home. At Legacy
Pest Control, we have over 15 years of experience in handling every type of infestation in Utah. Our
professional pest control technicians can develop a plan specifically for your home or office, and you’ll
never have to worry about the safety of our chemicals on your family or pets.
Visit Our Coupons Page for Ogden Pest Control Discounts
Request FREE Pest Inspection

Ogden Pest Control and Extermination Services:
Ant Pest Control. There are a variety of ants that can infest your Ogden home or business. In some
instances, they can even damage the wood frame. You’ll find them in areas where they’re undisturbed or
where they have ready access to food. Our technician can find the problem area and spray for all types of
ants, often around the doors windows and baseboards inside and outside.
Cockroach Pest Control. Cockroaches are bugs that most people are extremely fearful of because
they’re notoriously hard to get rid of once they’ve invaded. Usually, residents see the bugs when they turn
on a light or move something suddenly because these bugs like to hide from view. Over the counter
treatments will not eliminate these pests but our technicians can get rid of the problem once and for all.
Earwig Pest Control. Earwigs are mostly harmless but a nuisance. Our technicians can easily spray

areas where these bugs might enter the home and help you eliminate all environmental factors close to the
house that may be attracting them. The spray is safe for pets and children and easily administered.
Termite Pest Control . Termites can be a huge problem because they will destroy the wooden structure of
your home. If not caught quickly, repairs to a termite infestation can be extremely costly. Our technician
can evaluate the home, show you any area that may be susceptible to termites and explain how to
eliminate the danger, as well as removing any current infestation.
Silverfish Pest Control. Silverfish are generally found in wet, humid places. Our technician can spray for
these vermin and eliminate the problem, often with a noticeable decrease in one visit. The spray is gentle
enough to be safe for family and pets.
Spider Pest Control . Most spiders are harmless to people though there are a few dangerous breeds in
the Utah area and an infestation can be scary for many people because they simply don’t like the bugs.
We can check the entire home and eliminate any spiders with a safe spray.
Bed Bug Pest Control. Bed bugs have become a huge problem across the country and these pests are a
serious nuisance, feeding on the blood of family members and leaving itchy bites. Over the counter
remedies for don’t work well for bed bugs. Let us get rid of the problem quickly and safely.

Why Choose Legacy Pest Control As Your Ogden Exterminator?
Convenient Service: Legacy Pest Control offers quarterly maintenance plans starting at just
$69.99.
Green Pest Control: Our pesticide is safe for the environment, people and pets .
Innovative Pest Control: We utilize a combination of materials, application methods, and
techniques to dramatically increases pest control effectiveness.
Satisfaction Guaranteed: We offer a 30 day, money back guarantee on all pest control jobs.

Contact Legacy Pest Control in Ogden, Utah Today at (801) 779-3131
If you’re experiencing any of these Pest Control issues in Ogden, UT, contact Legacy Pest Control
today and let us help you be pest-free!

